In my work, I recognize a correspondence of forms that is at once resolution and increased tension. But the image translated to this time may indeed be a kind of suffering and physical defeat that is closer to our understanding in that it reflects a more common approach to sacrifice.· Visually, "Roethke's Dance" was influenced by roman esque art. I love the extremes, somewhat odd, funny but serious, in the romanesque. The title refers to Roethke's poem, IJFour for Sir JO.hn Davies":
Is that dance slowing in the mind of man That made him think the universe could hum?
The great wheel turn~ its axle when it can; . I need a place to sing, and dancing-room, And I have made a promise to my ears I'll sing and whistle romping with the bears.
The poem makes me see a hopeful romantic, a dinosaur in his time, who believes that this pendulous movement between extremes can be a pulse-like dance which loves life. it is the most two dimensional because it is small enough to focus out the forms. The larger, "Group of One" sculp ture would be more silhouette-like except that its size makes one focus in forms;
The fact that I chose to work larger than "Modern Christ" and "Roethke's Dance" is a result of my subject the human .figure. I wanted them to be the same size as livi~g humans so that we could more easily identify with them. The smaller ones· can seem like dolls or children in that it is easier for us to detatch ourselves, thinking outweighing intuition. There is an academic quality to my work too that I will attempt to minimize in future sculptures. It is a conflict between .anatomical correctness and abstract compostition which is not one of the conflicts I think important to present.
The most successful of my pieces are the least complicated, not because one can only express that of which he is certain but because my own preconceptions and service of visual stereotypes gain the upper hand over a steadfast natural procedure when I try to control a number of extremes .
